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WITH INNOVATION AT THE
CORE OF OUR VALUES
GARIC ARE THE GO TO
PROJECT DELIVERY
PARTNER

ON-DEMAND, ON-SITE, ON-TIME.

*All weights calculated as wet weights.
*All data is based on Garic product specifications.
If unavailable at the time of hire, an alternative specification model may be supplied.
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WELCOME TO GARIC

OUR STORY SO FAR

WELCOME TO GARIC

OUR VALUES

Garic is one of the most trusted welfare & site equipment
providers in the country. When you hire from Garic, you
receive a straight forward, professional service with no
fuss or headaches.

People are the most important part of our business;
we deliver on our objectives by LIVING our Values.

We deliver a unique multi-specialist rental and sales service
in target market segments, driving value for our customers
through a disciplined execution of operational excellence
and service innovation.
You want the right equipment, fit for purpose, ready to go to
work, safely and reliably. You want it delivered on time and
collected efficiently at the end of the hire.
At Garic, that’s what we do for thousands of customers
every day and we’ve been delivering these high standards
for more than 30 years.
We give people the right environment, role & tools to
deliver excellence and quality in everything we do.

4
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WELCOME TO GARIC

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Garic are part of Bibby Line Group, a diverse and
forward-thinking family business with over 200 years’
experience of providing personal, responsive and flexible
customer solutions in a range of industries from shipping
to financial services. It is one of the longest established
family-owned companies in the UK. The Bibby group are
committed to ensuring profits are shared out within local
communities and wider charitable organisations.

The Giving Something Back (GSB) programme is the
Group’s ongoing initiative to give back to the communities
it works and operates in by supporting employees’
fundraising and volunteering efforts. Employees support
the causes that they are most passionate about and Bibby
Line Group provides match funding and exciting fundraising
and volunteering opportunities to enhance the benefit
received by hundreds of charities each year.

Bibby employees and businesses have supported
hundreds of small local causes over the years as well as
many national and international charities all chosen by
the individual employees themselves through the popular
match funding scheme, Giving Something Back.

Since its creation in 2007, the GSB Programme has donated
over £9.3 million to causes across the globe, a testament
to employees’ dedication and their commitment to living
the Group’s values. This popular programme demonstrates
all of our core values as a group of businesses and we’re
proud to be Doing The Right Thing.

info@garic.co.uk
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HEALTH & SAFETY

HEALTH & SAFETY
KEEPING YOU SAFE ON-SITE

Not only are we continually developing products that will improve the welfare of
everyone on site, we are committed to our Mission Zero policy where we aim to
always find a safer way of working and target zero harm to our employees,
customers and surrounding environment.
We continually review our Health & Safety policies to ensure best practice
is always adhered to, this includes appointing Health & Safety representatives
in all areas of the business.

Roadmap to health and

safety compliance

4 AWARDS
- FORS Gold

1 INTRODUCTION

5 OTHER

We believe that through the participation of every
colleague in Garic, we will deliver the highest levels of
safety performance to our customers, through product
innovation, strong legal compliance and governance, and
consistent drive-safe behaviours.

WE ALWAYS EMPOWER TO
“STOP & FIND A SAFER WAY”

Transport: Vulnerable road user protection, including all
around visibility cameras and fall protection.
ALL TRANSPORT IS AUDITED REGULARLY

6 STANDARDS
Garic is committed to your business needs, which is
why we have key focus areas including; Governance
| Environment & Sustainability | Colleague Engagement

2 EXPERTISE
Our SHEQ professionals ensure that we consistently
operate all aspects of our business in excess of industry
standards through collaboration and communication.
As part of our ongoing commitment to continual
improvement, we set tough objectives and targets which
are regularly reviewed.

3 EXTERNAL VERIFICATION
- Achilles UVDB

- SMAS Worksafe

- HAE Safe Hire

- ISO 14001 / ISO9001

- Achilles Building Confidence

- RISQS Registered

- CHAS Safe Contractor

7 TRAINING
All Garic colleagues are trained to the highest levels, up to
and including the Senior Leadership & Exec Team.
• IOSH Leading Safely
• ISOH Managing Safety
• NEBOSH Certificate/
Diploma
• NVQ in Plant &
Maintenance
• Depot Managers
Academy
• Plant and new product
familiarisation

• Hiab Operators/
Appointed Persons and
Lift Supervisors
• Fully CPCS certified
• Site Management Safety
Training Scheme (SMSTS)
• Site Supervision Safety 		
Training Scheme (SSSTS)

Enabling the appropriate knowledge sharing,
so your operations can be safe!

6
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DIGITAL HIRE CYCLE

THE DIGITAL

To ensure we keep up the high standard of customer
service that we set upon ourselves, we have
recently embarked on a digital integration project,
whereby our systems and, more importantly our
customer facing communications are streamlined.

HIRE CYCLE

Not only will our customers be sent real time
information about their orders but delivery systems
will operate electronically so we can ensure a
sustainable and green future.

ON-DEMAND, ON-SITE, ON-TIME.

Customer calls/
emails Garic
hire.team@garic.co.uk

0330 094 8064

CONTRACT

PAPERLESS

COLLECTION

Barcoded assets
make for easy
id & tracking

SET UP

Automated Pre-Collection
Notification to
customer and Garic

Real time asset &
transport tracking

Live asset tracking to
comfirm immediate
hire requests..
Which consists of...

ASSET
COLLECTION
Pre Collection
Notifications

Email 24 hours
before and text
you 15 miles away

ASSET
DELIVERY

Email 24 hrs
before and text
you 15 miles away

Pre Delivery
Notifications
COMBI CABIN

0844 848 4560
www.garic.co.uk

Customer calls/
emails to off hire

ON-DEMAND, ON-SITE, ON-TIME.

hire.team@garic.co.uk

0330 094 8064

PAPERLESS

PAPERLESS

DELIVERY

Confirmation
reports sent
to both the
accounts and
contract team

Electronic Delivery
Confirmation &
Condition Report

MANAGED

service
Let us
manage
all your
service
needs,
allowing
you to
focus on
your job

DESKTOP

service

Manage
servicing
on your
welfare
fleet from
your desk

APP

SERVICE

Service notifications
and waste transfer
notes

SITE

service

service

Alerts
direct
to your
smart
phone.
Managed
servicing
at your
fingertips

Site
manager
can call or
email
Head
Office to
request a
service

INTELLIGENT

ASSET
SERVICING

Real time service
data direct
to the Customer
and Garic’s
Control Centre

info@garic.co.uk |
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SITE DESIGN & i-SITE

SITE DESIGN & LAYOUT
Specialising In Bespoke Site Design
Garic have an in-house design team specializing in
bespoke site design. From comprehensive layouts to
detailed footprints, we are fully equipped to ensure your
site is maximized to its full potential.
When you choose Garic, you choose more than just an
equipment rental partner. Our site services team can
help you design and plan a site installation prior to project
commencement; maximising space, minimising cost,
preparing a safe working environment and reducing your
impact on the environment. We can help you
keep your employees safe and your carbon
emissions under control.

confirmed we can deliver a full set of drawings including 3D
renders of different layouts of the site proposal.
Working closely with your project team, we can ensure
that all aspects of your on-site requirements are carefully
considered, planned and delivered. Please do not hesitate
to contact us to discuss your next requirements and see
how we can help you save the environment, space, money
and improve safety.

Once we have received your site
requirements and ground plan our CAD team
will draw up the best configuration for your
site. When the design has been agreed and

i-SITE
MORE VISIBILITY & CONTROL
Along with all your usual servicing options, Garic has
developed a ground-breaking telematics site monitoring
system which allows for smart servicing for all your waste,
water and fuel. We are making waves in the industry as
one of the first companies to provide this facility.

The Garic i-SITE system works by fitting a telematics unit
to the asset which, in turn, senses the fluid levels in any
tank. This information is then sent via the GPRS network
to the cloud. Following this, you can view your assets via a
website using a unique login and password.

Garic now offer state of the art technology for all
assets which require regular servicing for fuel, waste and
water. Traditionally, monitoring fluid levels has been
determined by time and usage of assets. However, we
have developed a smart site monitoring service to take
the guesswork out of servicing that will result in greater
on-site productivity.

In this way, you can view all of your waste, water and fuel
levels at a glance. This system enables you to use the
planning function integrated into the website itself. An app
version is also available where level notifications and alerts
can be received directly to a mobile device. The aim of the
i-SITE system is to have more visibility and more efficient
control over your fluid levels as well as saving you time and
money through the duration of your project.

8
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SERVICING & i-SITE

FULL SITE SET-UP

SERVICING

Site Services

Waste, Water and Fuel

We can provide a full site setup, providing you with the
best products available is only the start. That’s why we have
a team of qualified on-site service engineers to help you.
From delivery through to installation, testing power and
water connections, trust us to fulfil your full site setup.
From a single, double-stacked cabin to the installation of a
modular building, fencing, connections and mains, we have
the in-house capabilities to undertake a full site set up of
any specification and size.
From comprehensive layouts to detailed footprints, we are
fully equipped to ensure your site is maximized to its full
potential. We are able to set up any site, once the design
has been approved. This includes ground foundations, build
up and connections.

At Garic we have a full in-house servicing team who
are dedicated to replenish your water and fuel as well
as remove your waste. Services can be ad hoc, as
and when you need a fill or a removal, but they can
also be weekly, fortnightly or periodically according to
requirements. We service all of our own units but we can
also service most other units with our vehicle servicing
fleet. Our service fleet is most commonly used for welfare
servicing on toilets, canteens, offices and any other type
of welfare unit. Most services also come with a soap and
toilet paper replenishment.

To assist with any breakdowns or repairs, we’re even
available 24/7 and our dedicated maintenance team is
on hand to be wherever you need them, when required.
Naturally, at the end of the contract, we’ll also return to help
you terminate the site services and remove your facilities.

HOW I-SITE
works

i-SITE monitors critical fluid levels across all assets.
The information provides proactive alerts to either the customer or Garic’s control
centre to trigger proactive service visits in line with actual demand. Minimises
unnecessary service visits to the customer sites thus saving them money.

The Website and App shows all
i-SITE products on site and their
levels
Information fed back
to a personal Web/App
login through a GPRS
system
Assets are fitted with a
Fluid monitoring system
that shows real-time fluid
levels of that asset

This information can be
monitored by the user or
completely controlled by Garic

Controlled by Customer

Controlled by Garic

A personal login is given to access
the web/app platform where all
assets show current fluid / waste
levels. This enables the user to order
a service whenever it is needed. The
app shows ALL assets in one place
saving time going to each site.

We check fluid and waste levels on a
regular basis and schedule in a service
ONLY when required. This allows site
managers to focus on the project not the
distractions of fleet management. This
creates a lower total service cost.

info@garic.co.uk
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A history of exceptional service
& industry leading innovation...
For over 30 years, Garic has led
the welfare and plant hire industry
with exceptional service and ground
breaking innovations that support
across the UK:
• Construction

• House building and social housing
• Water and waste
• Power, utilities and renewables
• Commercial property sectors
• Communications
• Leisure

• Infrastructure

• Rail

• Industrial

Garic’s highly trained hire team will help you to project manage every aspect of
your site, from a single source. From power, light and security, to cleaning and
welfare, Garic has you covered every step of the way.

We take pride in the three pillars of our operation, each of which is vital
to delivering the service and support our customers rightly demand:
Product Innovation

Customer focused service

Complete Compliance

Constantly developing our
range to create award winning
site solutions that care for the
environment as well as your team.

Across our business,to ensure that
your requirements are fulfilled and
your expectations are exceeded at
every stage.

Helping you stay ahead of the

CERTIFICATIONS
Garic is certified
with all of the
following bodies,
proving that
our operations
are always
undertaken with
heart, safety and
environmental
responsibility in
mind.

latest HSE, CDM and
environmental legislation right
across your site.

KEY: Symbols used
throughout the brochure

5 star service: Waste
removal, replenishment
of water and fuel

1 week minimum hire

Quality British
Manufacturers

Environmentally Friendly

Smart Servicing
System / telemetry

10
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THE GARIC GUARANTEE

Customer experience
You can trust us to:

Be Open
& Upfront

Be Better

Do what we say we
will do

Investigate all complaints
and use your feedback to
improve our service

• Do what we say we will do
• Be the expert and offer the most cost
effective solution for you

SERVICE

• Be completely transparent with all
information and communication

Investigate

• Investigate all complaints and use
your feedback to improve our service
QUALITY

At Garic, we measure our customer experience
through the Net Promoter Score (NPS). This score
tells us if our customers are likely to recommend
us.
A score over 35% indicates that customers are
pleased with their interactions with us and will
continue to promote our products and services.

Garic Customer
Experience

Experience

Industry leaders

The Garic NPS
currently sits at 65%
which we are very
proud of

Be the expert and offer
the most cost effective
solution for you

info@garic.co.uk
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INDUSTRY

UNRIVALLED EXPERIENCE SPANNING
ALL BUILDING & MAINTENANCE INDUSTRIES

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
PROPERTY
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
PROPERTYCONSTRUCTION

HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAYS
HIGHWAYS

HOUSE
BUILDING
HOUSE
HOUSE
BUILDING
HOUSE
& BUILDING
BUILDING
HOUSE
BUILDING
& & &&
SOCIAL
HOUSING
SOCIAL
HOUSING
SOCIAL
HOUSING
SOCIAL
HOUSING
SOCIAL
HOUSING

INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL

RAIL
RAIL RAIL RAIL
RAIL

COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS

WASTE
WASTE
& WATER
&&WATER
WASTE
& WATER
WATER
WASTE
&WASTE
WATER

POWER,
POWER,
UTILITIES
UTILITIES
POWER,
UTILITIES
POWER,
&
UTILITIES
POWER,
UTILITIES
& & &&
RENEWABLES
RENEWABLES
RENEWABLES
RENEWABLES
RENEWABLES

LEISURE
LEISURE
LEISURE
LEISURE
LEISURE

Our unrivalled experience spans all sectors where anything
is maintained or built, from construction and utilities to
infrastructure and power.
As one of the UK’s leading suppliers of plant and welfare
facilities we work day in and day out to bring you the very
latest product innovations, reliable fleets, safe equipment
and cost saving eco solutions. It is this in-depth knowledge
that keeps us one step ahead and ensures we can offer you
the most sustainable site solutions whatever market sector
you work in.
Commercial Property
Public Schemes, Private Projects, Large Scale
Developments
Construction
Warehouse, Distribution, Manufacture, Demolition
& Decommissioning
Industrial
Warehouse, Distribution, Manufacture, Demolition
& Decommissioning

12
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Highways
Roads, Motorways, Smart Motorways, Highways
House Building & Social Housing
Council Housing, Development Projects, Renovations
Power, Utilities & Renewables
Utilities, Renewable Plant, Energy Sectors
Rail
Planned Works: Signalling, Cabling, Electrification, Track
Maintenance, Bridge Maintenance, Cable Maintenance,
Track Renewal, Civils, De-vegging, Track Extensions,
Platform Extensions, Station Renewal
Emergency Works: Breakdowns & Repairs.
Water & Waste
Dredging, Sewage, Treatment Works
Communications
Network Upgrades, Transmission, Line Restoration
Leisure
Leisure Centres, Stadiums, Arenas, Recreation Complex’s

www.garic.co.uk
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INDUSTRY

OUR UNRIVALLED
EXPERIENCE SPANS
ALL SECTORS WHERE
ANYTHING IS
MAINTAINED OR
BUILT, FROM
CONSTRUCTION
AND UTILITIES TO
INFRASTRUCTURE
AND POWER.

info@garic.co.uk
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5 Star Service
We provide the option of a 5 star service with
all units supplied - this includes removal of foul
waste, replenishment of fresh water, toilet
rolls, hand soap and diesel. Alternatively we
can tailor the service to suit your requirements.
See page 9 for more details…

14
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SELF CONTAINED

WELFARE
Static and Mobile Welfare
Taking care of your team is fundamental to the
success of your site. Garic’s welfare range are
designed to be comfortable and convenient for your
team, yet remain robust and resilient enough for
heavy duty use. From self-contained eight person
welfare units to mobile staff support, Garic can
supply and service every aspect of your welfare
needs, not just complying with, but exceeding
your legal obligations.

Eco Welfare Units
As well as taking care of your team, Garic’s Eco
welfare range looks after the environment too.
Our innovative range includes patented and award
winning solar technology designed to tackle CO2
emissions, reduce costs and minimise servicing,
vibration and noise. From self-contained solar
powered showers, toilets and welfare units to
mobile welfare units, Garic offers the largest and
most trusted range of Eco-friendly site facilities
available.

info@garic.co.uk
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STATIC WELFARE

Combi Cabin Junior

Combi Cabin

The Garic Combi Cabin Junior has a separate toilet and
canteen area and comfortably accommodates up to 4
people. This self-contained welfare unit is delivered with
water and power supplies already connected so it’s perfect
for a quick site set up!

The Garic Combi Cabin is an anti-vandal, steel constructed
and fully self-contained unit with all power, waste and water
tanks inbuilt. Ready for use within seconds, the Combi
Cabin has canteen facilities for eight, a single person office,
W.C and urinal and is powered by a 240v diesel generator.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units

• Canteen for 4 operatives

• Canteen for 8 operatives and single person office

• Diesel powered 240v generator

• Diesel powered 240v generator

• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water

• 10 point anti-vandal door

• Fully flushing W.C and forearm sink

• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water

• Microwave & Kettle included

• Fully flushing W.C, urinal and forearm sink
• Microwave & Kettle included

Product Code

031402

Dims (L x W)

14.5 x 8ft / 4.4 x 2.4m

Weight

3545Kg

Power type

Generator

Water tank cap

364L / 80gal.

Fuel tank cap

268L / 59gal.

Waste tank cap 409L / 90gal.

Product Code

032402

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Weight

6500Kg

Power type

Generator

Water tank cap

795L / 175gal.

Fuel tank cap

268L / 59gal.

Waste tank cap

864L / 190gal.

Layout

Office/Canteen/W.C
or Drying Room /
Canteen / Toilet

Layout

Toilet/Canteen or
Office/Toilet

Capacity

8 Persons

Capacity

4 Persons

Urinal

1

Cubicle

1

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1 Wk

Min Hire

1 Wk

ECO Version of this product available see page 22

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Fridge

A4. Garic Catalogue Comb 1.4.indd 16

• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Fridge

• Water dispenser

• Water dispenser

16
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STATIC WELFARE

Combi Cabin XL

Combi Cabin 2XL

The Combi Cabin XL is a two-part unit. The first section has
a Gen Series 240v generator with a standard canteen and
toilet layout. Optional configurations are available for the
second section e.g. office, extra canteen and drying room.
The Combi Cabin XL can accommodate up to 12 people.

Garic’s 2XL Combi Cabin can cater for up to 20 people.
The cabin has a toilet and canteen, however an office,
extra canteen or drying room can be added if required.
This welfare unit is perfect for a larger site where space is
restricted and optional configurations are available for the
second section e.g. office, extra canteen and drying room.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• Canteen for 12 operatives and single person office
• Diesel powered 240v generator

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• Canteen for 20 operatives
• Diesel powered 240v generator

• 10 point anti-vandal door
• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
• Fully flushing W.C, urinal and forearm sink
• Microwave & Kettle included

• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
• Fully flushing W.C and forearm sink
• Microwave & Kettle included

Product Code

032406

Product Code

032407

Dims (L x W)

34 x 9ft / 10.3 x 2.7m

Dims (L x W)

44 x 9ft / 13.4m x 2.7m

Weight

6500Kg + 1700Kg

Weight

6500Kg + 2500Kg

Power type

Generator

Power type

Generator

Water tank cap 795L / 175gal.

Water tank cap 795L / 175gal.

Fuel tank cap

Fuel tank cap

268L / 59gal.

268L / 59gal.

Waste tank cap 864L / 190gal.

Waste tank cap 864L / 190gal.
Layout

(Canteen & Toilet) +
Optional Configurations

Layout

(Canteen & Toilet)+
Optional Configurations

Capacity

12 Persons

Capacity

20 Persons

Urinal

1

Cubicle

1

Cubicle

1

Urinal

1

Min Hire

1 Wk

Min Hire

1 Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing
• Water dispenser

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Fly lead
• Fridge

• WiFi

• Additional hours pack

• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

available
• Fly lead

• Water dispenser

info@garic.co.uk
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

• Fridge
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STATIC WELFARE

Combi Cabin 3XL

Welfare Van
(Variant On Model)

The 3XL can accommodate any welfare requirements that
a larger site might require. Providing facilities for up to 24
workers, the Combi Cabin 3XL has a canteen and toilet
however there are a number of optional configurations
which are available for the second section e.g. office, extra
canteen and drying room.
Key Features:

Our van is ideal for a whole multitude of site environments
by the very nature of its all inclusive design which brings
transport, site welfare facilities together in one solution.
Our brand new fleet conforms to the latest Type Approval
regulations.
Key Features:

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• Canteen for 24 operatives and single person office
• Diesel powered 240v generator
• 10 point anti-vandal door
• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
• Fully flushing W.C, urinal and forearm sink
• Microwave & Kettle included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private W.C with eco-flush toilet
Canteen area with sink, instant hot water & microwave
Overhead storage area
Chapter 8 regulation livery, front and rear LED beacons
VOSA specification seat belts
Drying room and storage area
Cassette system on latest model

Product Code

032408

Dims (L x W)

48 x 9ft / 14.6 x 2.7m

Product Code

010000

Weight

6500Kg + 3100Kg

Dims (L x W)

20 x 8ft / 6.1 x 2.4m

Power type

Generator

Weight

2850Kg

Water tank cap

795L / 175gal.

Water tank cap

45L /10gal.

Fuel tank cap

240L / 53gal.

Fuel tank cap

80L / 17.5gal.

Waste tank cap

864L / 190gal.

Waste tank cap

20L / 4.3gal.

Layout

(Canteen, Toilet & Office)
+ Optional Configurations

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Capacity

24 Persons

Capacity

7 Persons

Urinal

1

USB

4

Cubicle

1

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1 Wk

Min Hire

1 Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing
• Water dispenser
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Fly lead
• Fridge

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Waste & water
Servicing
• Water dispenser

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional mileage
pack available
• First aid kit
• Fire extinguisher

www.garic.co.uk
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MOBILE WELFARE

Hybrid Welfare Van
(Variant On Model)

NEW PRODUCT
Introducing the next evolution in welfare hire!
The Hybrid Welfare Van incorporates the latest in hybrid
technology improving welfare, the environment and safety
on site. This mobile unit can run the welfare facilities
solely from its solar panels meaning that no engine
has to be running whilst stationary and the facilities can
be used throughout the day. Not only does this create a
safer environment for workers and has less impact on
the environment this could save you £££s on your bills.
Innovation at its best!
Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use)*

200Kg of carbon savings per week (standard
Annualised circa 10 ton of CO2 savings
Private W.C with eco-flush toilet
Canteen area with sink, instant hot water & microwave
Overhead storage area
Chapter 8 regulation livery, front and rear LED beacons
DSVA specification seat belts
Drying room and storage area
Cassette system
Smart & efficient power storage / lithium battery
Lowest carbon emission welfare van on the market
Stores & saves energy
Auxiliary button to jump start engine
Unit distributes power through 12V and 240V circuit
Low volt LED strobes
Automatic back up power available

Product Code

010001

Dims (L x W)

20 x 8ft / 6.1 x 2.4m

Weight

2850Kg

Water tank cap

45L /10gal.

Fuel tank cap

80L / 17.5gal.

Waste tank cap

20L / 4.3gal.

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Capacity

7 Persons

USB

4

Cubicle

1

Power

Hybrid Solar

Min Hire

1 Wk

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi

• Additional mileage

• Waste & water
Servicing

pack available
• First aid kit

• Water dispenser

• Fire extinguisher

*All subject to ongoing field testing.

info@garic.co.uk
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MOBILE WELFARE

Armadillo

Armadillo XL

The Armadillo welfare cabin is a road towable,
self-contained unit. The 6 person unit includes a canteen
with microwave, instant hot water boiler and a private W.C.

The Garic Armadillo XL towable welfare unit offers the
same unrivalled comfort and convenience as our static
welfare cabin range and is ready for you to use on site as
soon as it’s in position.

It can be towed into position, placed and then secured
making it ready for use within minutes.
Key Features:
• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit
• Auto-frost protection

Comprising of a 10-man canteen, private WC facilities and
drying/ generator room, the Armadillo is a robust and secure
mobile welfare unit suitable for even the most remote and
demanding of environments.
Key Features:

• Private W.C

• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit

• Canteen with kettle and microwave

• Auto-frost protection

• Powered by a diesel generator

• Powered by a diesel generator
• Canteen with kettle & microwave
• Private W.C

Product Code

020602

Dims (L x W)

12 x 7ft / 3.6 x 2.1m

Product Code

021002

Weight

1835Kg

Dims (L x W)

17 x 7ft / 5.2 x 2.1m

Power type

Generator

Weight

2335Kg

Water tank cap 64L / 14gal. combined

Power type

Generator

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Water tank cap

64L / 14gal. combined

Waste tank cap

132L / 29gal.
Combined

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Waste tank cap

132L / 29gal.
Combined

Capacity

6 Persons

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Cubicle

1

Capacity

10 Persons

Min Hire

1 Wk

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1 Wk

ECO Version of this product available see page 26

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Water dispenser

ECO Version of this product available see page 26

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Water dispenser

www.garic.co.uk
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MOBILE WELFARE

Welfare Trailer

The Garic Welfare Trailer, like the Combi Cabin, is an antivandal, steel constructed and fully self- contained unit with
all power, waste and water tanks inbuilt.
Ready for use within seconds, the unit has larger canteen
facilities (up-to 15 person) office space, W.C, urinal and
shower and is powered by a 240v diesel generator.
Key Features:
• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• Canteen for up to 15 operatives and office space
• Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
• Fully flushing W.C, urinal and forearm sink
• Diesel powered 240v generator
• 10 point anti-vandal door
• Bespoke configuration available on request
Product Code

024002

Dims (L x W)

40 x 9ft / 12.2 x 2.7m

Weight

13,988Kg

Power type

Generator

Water tank cap

2273L / 500gal.

Fuel tank cap

268L / 59gal.

Waste tank cap

2727L / 600gal.

Capacity

15 Persons

Urinal

1

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1 Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Fridge

• Water dispenser
** Wagon is not included within the hire and is for transport only

info@garic.co.uk
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ECO WELFARE

Combi Cabin Eco Series

Combi Cabin Eco Series+

This Combi Cabin Eco is solar powered and backed up by
a bespoke 12v super silent generator which stops and
starts as required.

Taking our industry respected Combi Cabin to the next
generation but without losing any of its power.

Each is fitted with low voltage LED lighting throughout and
hot and cold running water is available in both the canteen
and toilet area.
Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-vandal steel constructed units
Canteen for 8 operatives & single person office
Solar powered with a back up generator
Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
Eco-flush W.C and urinal
Instant boiling water, fridge freezer and microwave

The Eco Series+ is powered by a patented solar system
and is proven to reduce fuel bills by up to £90 per week.
Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-vandal steel constructed units
Canteen for 8 operatives & single person office
Completely solar powered no need for a back up generator
Inclusive of all lighting, heating and hot water
Eco-flush W.C and urinal
Drying Room and shower
Instant boiling water, fridge freezer and microwave
Up to 90% more fuel efficient

Product Code

032401

Product Code

032400

Dims (L x W)

24ft x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Weight

6200kg

Weight

5635Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Power type

Solar

Water tank cap

795L / 175gal.

Water tank cap

795L / 175gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

864L / 190gal.

Waste tank cap

864L / 190gal.

Layout

Office/Canteen/W.C

Layout

Capacity

8 Persons

Office/Canteen/W.C/
Drying Room/
Shower

Urinal & Cubicle 1

Capacity

8 Persons

Shower

1

Urinal & Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1Wk

Shower

1

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Water dispenser

• Additional solar panels

• WiFi

• Water dispenser

• WiFi

• Fuel, waste & water

• Additional hours pack

• Fuel, waste & water

• Additional hours pack

Servicing

available

Servicing

available
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ECO WELFARE

Fuel consumption and CO2

emission comparison

All stats are based upon same usage
over a 45 hour working week

450Kg

CO2

Emissions

168ltr

Fuel

Combi-Cabin

Gen Series

£1.62

Fuel

Costs per hr

Consumption

£97.42

Fuel

Costs (58p ltr)

153Kg

CO2

Emissions

57ltr

Fuel

Combi-Cabin

ECO Series

£0.55

Fuel

Costs per hr

Consumption

£33.17

Fuel

Costs (58p ltr)

16.28Kg

CO2

Emissions

6.71ltr

Fuel

Combi-Cabin

ECO SERIES+

£0.15

Fuel

Costs per hr

Consumption

£3.60

Fuel

· Stats based on a generator with a 75% load
· Accurate figures based on standard usage
· Eco Series on programmed run times

Costs (58p ltr)

info@garic.co.uk
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ECO WELFARE

2+1+Solar Dryer

Unique in the market place, this is the only fully
stand-alone, self powered unit to provide separate male
and female W/C facilities along with the convenience of a
heated drying room.

Product Code

042400

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Dry weight

6900Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

795L / 175gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

864L / 190gal.

Layout

Drying room,
2 Male & 1 Female Toilet

• Solar powered with DC battery backup

Urinal

2

• Integrated waste and water tanks

Cubicle

3

• Economic fresh flush toilets

Min Hire

1Wk

An economical multi-roll DC/Diesel heater system provides
thermostatically and timer controlled heating to the W/C
and drying rooms. The drying room is equipped with
changing benches and clothes hangers for up to 20 users.

Key Features:

• High level windows, anti vandal doors, robust steel
construction
• PIR lighting and instant hot water
• Heated drying room

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Fuel, waste & water

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Lockers

Servicing
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ECO WELFARE

Solar Dryer

Hygiene Eco

The 10×8 Solar Dryer comes with 2 changing benches. The
diesel powered heating system uses a fresh hot air system
which provides efficient running costs through three 300
watt solar panels.

Completely solar powered, the Hygiene Eco cabin is a
generator free and self-contained hot shower unit. The
unit is equipped with three showers and flanked by clean
and dirty sides, both with drying areas, bench seating and
lockers.

The unit has PIR controlled automatic LED lighting on entry,
making it perfect for regular use on a busy site. The unit is
fully secure with anti-vandal features along with heavy duty
low level lifting eyes and fork lift inserts.
Key Features:
• Solar powered with DC battery backup
• External rain shrouds
• Insulated walls and ceilings

Key Features:
• Solar powered and generator free
• Three showers with drying area, bench seating,
hooks and lockers
• Two sinks
• PIR lighting
• Fully sealed and anti-vandal
• Self-contained with waste tanks, hot & cold water

• PIR lighting
• Heated drying room
Product Code

031000

Dims (L x W)

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

Weight

2000Kg

Power type

Solar

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Min Hire

1 Wk

Also available as a 20 x 8ft / 6.0 x 2.4m

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Lockers

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Fuel Servicing

Product Code

062400

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Weight

6200Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

2273L / 500gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

2727L / 600gal.

Layout

3 showers,
drying room,
bench seating area

Capacity

8 Persons

Shower

3

Min Hire

1 Wk

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Fuel, waste & water

• Lockers

Servicing

info@garic.co.uk
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ECO WELFARE

Armadillo Eco

Armadillo XL Eco

The 6 person Armadillo Eco is a solar powered road towable
welfare unit proven to reduce fuel bills by up to £100 per wk.

Comprising of a 10-man canteen, private WC facilities and
drying/ generator room, the Armadillo XL Eco is a robust
and secure mobile welfare unit suitable for even the most
remote and demanding of environments.

The unit includes a canteen with microwave and instant
hot water boiler and a private W.C. It can be towed into
position, places then secured making it ready for use within
minutes.

Each eco welfare unit is solar powered and backed up by a
bespoke 12v super silent generator which stops and starts
as required.
Key Features:

Key Features:
• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit

• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit

• Fully lockable security doors

• Canteen for 10 persons

• Canteen for 6 persons

• Solar powered

• Auto-frost protection

• Auto-frost protection

• Solar powered

• Fully lockable security doors

• Reduces fuel bills by up to £100 per week

• Hot water boiler and microwave included

• Hot water boiler and microwave included

• Up to 50% more fuel efficient

Product Code

020601

Dims (L x W)

12 x 7ft / 3.6 x 2.1m

Weight

1700Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

64L / 14gal. combined

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

132L / 29gal.
Combined

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Capacity

6 Persons

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

Product Code

021003

Dims (L x W)

17 x 7ft / 5.2 x 2.1m

Weight

1980Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

64L / 14gal. combined

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

132L / 29gal.
Combined

Layout

Canteen/W.C

Capacity

10 Persons

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

• Water dispenser

• WiFi

• Additional hours pack

• Fuel, waste & water

available

Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Water dispenser
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ECO WELFARE

Fuel consumption and CO2

emission comparison for the Armadillos
All stats based upon an average over a 60 hour working week

241KG

CO2

EMISSIONS

ARMADILLO

90LTR

GEN

FUEL

£0.87

FUEL

COSTS PER HR

CONSUMPTION

£52.20

FUEL

COSTS (58P LTR)

115KG

CO2

Emissions

ARMADILLO

43ltr

ECO

Fuel

£0.41

Fuel

Costs per hr

Consumption

£24.75

Fuel

Costs (58p ltr)

·
·
·
·
·

Stats based on a generator with a 75% load
Accurate figures based on standard usage
Eco Series on programmed run times
60 hour working week
2.68kg of co2 per litre

info@garic.co.uk
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ECO WELFARE

Armadillo XL+
Toilet/Office/Canteen Configuration

The Armadillo XL+, is a road towable welfare unit which
is hybrid solar powered. It consists of an office, canteen,
WC facilities and generator room. The unit offers unrivalled
comfort and convenience and is ready to use as soon as
it’s in position.
Each eco welfare unit is solar powered and backed up by a
bespoke 12v super silent generator which stops and starts
as required.
The completely self-contained welfare units are constructed
from steel and feature LED lighting, hot and cold running
water – available in both the canteen and toilet area,
microwave, table and canteen seating for ten operatives.
Most units also feature generator auto-frost protection to
ensure your operatives’ welfare is maintained, even during
the harshest of conditions.
Additional security features include a hydraulic isolation
switch, fully secure window shutters and 5-point
deadlocking system.

Product Code

021004

Dims (L x W)

18 x 7ft / 5.4 x 2.1m

Weight

1980Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

25L / 5.5 gal + 9L / 2gal - canteen

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

25L / 5.4gal.
Combined

Layout

Canteen/ Office/ W.C

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi
• Fuel, waste & water

Key Features:

Servicing

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Additional hours pack
available
• Water dispenser

• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit
• Canteen for 6-8 persons
• Hybrid Solar powered
• Integral generator with auto-frost protection
• Up to 50% more fuel efficient
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ECO WELFARE

Armadillo XL+2
Toilet/Office/Canteen Configuration

NEW PRODUCT
An extension of the Armadillo XL+, the Armadillo XL+2
is inclusive of Male and Female toilets, still incorporating
an office in the same footprint – maximizing space and
facilities for your site. Towable, easy to use and selfcontained perfect for any job large or small.

Product Code

021005

Dims (L x W)

18 x 7ft / 5.4 x 2.1m

Weight

2,450kg

Possible Gross Weight:

2,565kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

25L / 5.5 gal + 9L / 2gal - canteen

• Auto-frost protection

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

• Powered by solar and back up diesel generator

Waste tank cap

580L / 128gal
Combined

Layout

2 x Toilet, Warm Room/Generator,
Canteen and Office

• Air blown heating system

Capacity

6-8 persons

• Inverter powered sockets and USB connection

Cubicle

2

Min Hire

1Wk

Key Features:
• Road towable, self-contained secure steel unit

• Canteen with kettle & microwave
• 2 x Private W.C
• 12V LED Lighting with PIR

• Table and bench seating
• Canteen with kettle & microwave
• Recycled non-slip flooring
• Steel personnel doors to four separate areas
• Removable low level lifting eyes
• Fixed low level lifting & fork pockets

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• WiFi

• Additional hours pack

• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

available
• Water dispenser

info@garic.co.uk
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TOILETS & SHOWERS

Eco Solar Loo

Eco Solar Shower

The solar loo is the only fully flushing standalone toilet
available that is powered entirely by patented solar
technology. Equipped with flushing W.C and urinal, hot
air hand dryer, hot and cold running water and lighting,
the generator free unit requires very little maintenance,
reduces Co2 emissions and cuts fuel bills drastically.

Based upon the same technology as the solar loo, the solar
shower is a generator free, self-contained shower unit with
all waste and water tanks integral to the unit. The solar
shower comes equipped with a hot and cold shower, sink,
radiator and drying area with hooks.

Key Features:

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Secure steel construction
Solar powered, generator free unit
Hot water, regulation forearm sink and hand dryer
Fully flushing W.C and urinal
Fuel efficient and low in Co2 emissions

•
•
•
•
•

Secure steel construction
Solar powered, generator free unit
Seating/ changing area
Highly efficient
Low in Co2 emissions

Product Code

040803

Product Code

068501

Dims (L x W)

8 x 5ft / 2.4 x 1.5m

Dims (L x W)

8 x 5ft / 2.4 x 1.5m

Weight

1610Kg

Weight

1495Kg

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water tank cap

364L / 80gal.

Water tank cap

364L / 80gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Fuel tank cap

68L / 15gal.

Waste tank cap

409L / 90gal.

Waste tank cap

409L / 90gal.

Layout

Toilet

Layout

Shower

Capacity

1 Persons

Capacity

1 Persons

Urinal

1

Shower

1

Cubicle

1

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

1Wk

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Fuel, waste & water
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Fuel, waste & water
Servicing

Servicing
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Modular,
Accommodation
& Storage
Garic has been a provider of quality site accommodation
and modular buildings to the UK market for many years.
We strive to give site managers a great range of options
on their site’s buildings, including reliable anti-vandal
technology.

info@garic.co.uk
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MODULAR

The flexible Modular

Building system

Garic’s Modular Building system consists of a robust
steel framed construction that corresponds with the
ISO standard dimensional and geometrical product
specifications.
The system’s interchangeable wall, window and
door panels allow clients the flexibility to choose an
internal room arrangement that is specific to their
requirements. Bespoke configurations, timber frame
and full steel structures are also available.

The key benefits of Modular Buildings

Service, maintenance and installation

• Stackable up to three storeys high

Using in-house logistics, our comprehensive installation and
24 hour maintenance service is as flexible as our modular
system. Our fully experienced team can handle everything
right up to collecting your keys, planning permission, power
supply, plumbing, furniture, carpets and electrical goods.

• The most flexible modular building on the market

32
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Product Code

160000

Min Hire

52 Wk

• Fully interchangeable side elevation panels
• Large open plan areas
• Excellent insulation values
• Helps reduce carbon footprint
• Reduces traditional dimensional footprint by up to 30%

The Modular Buildings structural design eradicates
the need for the traditional linking of central corridors
between each unit and can be stacked up to three
storeys high. This design maximises internal space
and gives the client the opportunity to create large
open plan areas, whilst reducing the external footprint
of the building.

www.garic.co.uk
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Various configurations
Accommodation

ACCOMMODATION

Whether you’re looking for a portable office, portable
accommodation hire, a site office or a portable cabin, at
Garic, we understand that no two jobs are the same when
it comes to site accommodation.
We supply a vast array of mains powered anti-vandal temporary buildings
which can be configured in any way you require. They can be double stacked
(and supplied with steps and landings), linked in any variation and offer a multitude of internal layout
options. This opens up a whole host of usage options from site offices and meeting rooms to canteens and drying
rooms - or a mix of all of them!

10 x 8’ Site Accommodation

20 x 8’ Site Accommodation

The 10 x 8 site cabin can be configured to suit specific
requirements.

With a number of configurations possible, every 20 x 8
anti-vandal open plan portable building features low level
heavy duty lifting eyes to comply with all health and safety
and site requirements.

All can be double stacked (and supplied with steps and
landings), linked in any variation and offer a multitude of
internal layout options.
Key Features:

We take great pride in the fact that the majority of our
portable cabins are less than 12 months old which ensures
our fleet is durable and of the best quality. All are available
for long or short term hire.
Key Features:

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• UPVC double glazed tilt & turn windows
• External anti-vandal steel window shutters
• Low level lifting points

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• UPVC double glazed tilt & turn windows
• External anti-vandal steel window shutters
• Low level lifting points

• Stackable (x2 high)

• Stackable (x2 high)

• Complete with furniture pack

• Complete with furniture pack

Product Code

101000

Product Code

102000

Dims (L x W)

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

Dims (L x W)

20 x 8ft / 6 x 2.4m

Weight

1500Kg

Weight

2400Kg

Power type

External Generator
/Mains Power

Power type

External Generator
/Mains Power

Layout

Open plan

Layout

Open plan

Min Hire

4Wk

Min Hire

4Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• WiFi

• Stacking and destacking

• Water dispenser

• Water and fuel tank

• Staircase and landing

• Generator

• WiFi

• Stacking and destacking

• Water dispenser

• Water and fuel tank

• Staircase and landing

• Generator
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
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ACCOMMODATION

24 x 9’ Site Accommodation

2 Bed Sleeper Units

Product Code

102400

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

The 24x9 Sleeper Unit has 2 bedrooms that each consist
of lockable timber doors, UPVC windows, blinds, an aerial
socket, heater and 2x13amp double sockets. The rooms
are inclusive of a bed-base, bedside table and wardrobe.
The unit is also inclusive of a bathroom including a shower,
vanity unit, sink with mixer tap, water heater, mirror and
W.C. (2.1mx1.9m or 6.8ftx6.2ft). The unit is perfect for those
remote locations and longer projects where overnight
accommodation is required.

Dry weight

3100 - 3350Kg
Depending on configuration

Power type

External Generator /
Mains Power

Layout

Open plan

Min Hire

4Wk

This large portable accommodation can be configured
into an office, a canteen, drying room or wash facilities
depending on your requirements. This mains powered unit
can be stacked and supplied with steps and landings.

Key Features:
• Anti-vandal steel constructed units

Key Features:

• 2 single bedrooms

• Anti-vandal steel constructed units
• UPVC double glazed tilt & turn windows
• External anti-vandal steel window shutters
• Low level lifting points

• Multi point locking system
• 63Amp external plug & socket
• External TV aerial
• Emergency exit lights, LEDs and smoke alarms

• Stackable (x2 high)
• Complete with furniture pack

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

• Low level lifting lugs

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

Product Code

102467

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Bedroom Dims

7.6 x 8.9ft / 2.3 x 2.7m

• WiFi

• Fuel tank

Bathroom Dims

6.8 x 6.5ft / 2.0 x 1.9m

• Water dispenser

• Staircase and landing

Dry weight

3500Kg

• Generator

• Stacking and destacking

Power type

External Generator

Water tank cap

Additional Add on

Layout

2 bedrooms / 1 bathroom

Min Hire

4wk

• Water tank

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Generator

• TV - Hire

• WiFi

• Mattress - Sale Only

• Water dispenser

• Combi Cube
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TOILETS & SHOWERS

4 + 2 Mains Toilet Block

2 + 1 Mains Toilet Block

External
waste tank

The 24 x 9ft, 4+2 combination features six non-chemical
fully flushing toilets and four urinals. Very economical, each
toilet only uses one pint of water per flush.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 12 x 9ft, 2+1 combination features three non-chemical
fully flushing toilets and two urinals. Very economical, each
toilet only uses one pint of water per flush.

Key Features:

Mains powered
High level windows
Anti-vandal construction with multi-locking doors
Forearm sinks & fully flushing toilets
Separate male and female facilities
PIR lighting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mains powered
High level windows
Anti-vandal construction with multi-locking doors
Forearm sinks & fully flushing toilets
Separate male and female facilities
PIR lighting

Product Code

042404

Product Code

041201

Dims (L x W)

24 x 9ft / 7.3 x 2.7m

Dims (L x W)

12 x 9ft / 3.6 x 2.7m

Weight

3800Kg

Weight

2435Kg

Power type

Generator

Power type

Generator

Water tank cap

N/A

Water tank cap

N/A

Fuel tank cap

N/A

Fuel tank cap

N/A

Waste tank cap

N/A

Waste tank cap

N/A

Urinal

4

Capacity

N/A

Cubicle

2

Urinal

2

Min Hire

4 Wk

Cubicle

1

Min Hire

4 Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• External water tank /
Bowser
• External waste tank /

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• On demand pumps
• Generator
• Steps

• External water tank /
Bowser

• On demand pumps
• Generator

• External waste tank
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

• Steps
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STORAGE

Mobi Store

Steel Containers

NEW PRODUCT
Each robust steel unit is vandal proof, fully lockable and
water tight to withstand the toughest of sites and the
wildest of weathers.
We stock one of the most extensive ranges on the market
with sizes and options to cover all requirements. Our
containerised storage solutions are typically used to house
site equipment, store small plant and tools, provide a
versatile temporary extra storage facility at busy times and
can even be utilised as a shipping container.

Brand new mobile storage unit, perfect for larger sites
or sites on the move. Storage for anything from tools
and accessories, to materials and parts. Anti-vandal steel
storage facility – fully towable from one place to the next!
Key Features:

• Mobile secure site storage unit
• 4 removable lifting eyes
• 12 Volt LED detachable lighting board c/w mounting 		
bracket and full LED road lighting which includes front

Key Features:
• Steel constructed shipping containers and stores

and high level markers.

• Anti-vandal and fully lockable
• Watertight

Product Code

980100

External dim L x W x H

16 x 7.5 x 7.7ft / 4.9 x 2.3 x 2.37m

Dims (L x W)

Weight

Product Code

Overall towing height

2.68m

8 x 5ft / 2.4 x 1.5m

450Kg

200800

Height lowered

2.37m

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

800Kg

201000

Internal dim L x W x H

3.4 x 2.17 x 2m

20 x 8ft / 6 x 2.4m

2000Kg

202000

Door aperture W x H

1.9 x 186m

Min Hire

4Wk

Gross weight

1800 kg

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Racking

• Electrical Sockets

• Lighting

• Padocks
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Unladen weight (without
1250 kg
optional extras)
Min Hire

1wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Racking

• Electrical Sockets

• Lighting

• Padocks
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Fuel and
Water Tanks
Every project has a fundamental requirement of
robust storage. Large volume water storage and
bunded fuel tanks ensure your project is set and
secure, from the start.
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FUEL & WATER TANKS

Static Water Tanks

Water Bowsers

Our static water tanks are used for all site
water requirements. All our water tanks are
available in a wide range of sizes and built to ISO standards,
using robust heavy duty polyethylene.

Available in a wide range of sizes and built to robust
standards we have a large fleet of towable water units
readily available for use. We can provide site towable
specification tyres and any ancillaries required.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Secure water storage facility
• Top water inlet (filler point)
• Steel skid frame, Fork pockets, Heavy duty lifting eyes
• Plastic or steel holding tank (size dependant)
Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Dry Weight

Product Code

4 x 3.5ft /
1.2 x 1.1m

1000L / 220gal.

58Kg

221310

8 x 4.5ft /
2.4 x 1.4m

2273L / 500gal.

8 x 8ft /
2.4 x 2.4m

10001L / 2200gal. 1000Kg

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

500Kg

•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure water storage facility
Top water inlet (filler point)
Steel skid frame
Heavy duty lifting eyes
Plastic or steel holding tank (size dependant)
Agricultural steel wheels and all terrain tyres

Water Bowser
Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Dry Weight

Product Code

220500

10 x 6ft /
3 x 1.8m

1364L / 300gal.

600Kg

220310

225200

12 x 6.5ft /
3.6 x 2m

2273L / 500gal.

600Kg

221510

18 x 8ft /
5.5 x 2.4m

4546L / 1000gal. 1800Kg

221010

20 x 8ft /
6.1 x 2.4m

9092L / 2000gal. 2300Kg

222010

Tanker

27276L /
6000gal.

TBC

Min Hire

1Wk

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

• Pumps

• Dust suppression

• Water management

• Pumps
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6900Kg

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Water management
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FUEL & WATER TANKS

Jetter Bowsers

Static Fuel Tanks

Garic’s high pressure jetter bowsers help you to keep your
sites, trucks and equipment clean by providing a mobile
towable power wash facility to quickly and effectively
remove dirt and stubborn deposits.

Garic’s bunded fuel storage tanks are the safest way to
store diesel and oil on site. Fabricated from heavy duty
steel, they are suitable for long term usage.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Features:

Secure water storage facility
Top water inlet (filler point)
Steel skid frame
Heavy duty lifting eyes
Plastic or steel holding tank (size dependant)
Agricultural steel wheels and all terrain tyres

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure fuel storage facility
110% Steel bund
Fuel sight level gauge
5m of fuel delivery hose
Standard trigger nozzle
Fork pockets
Heavy duty lifting eyes

GX 160 Jetter Engine
Weight

Water
Power
Tank Cap Type

12.6 x 6.5 x
6.5ft /
3.8 x 1.9 x
1.9m

2600Kg

2273L/
500 gal.

Min Hire

1Wk

Dims

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Dust suppression
• Pumps

2200psi

Product Code

220513

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Water management

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Weight

Product
Code

7 x 4ft / 2.1 x 1.2m

1363L / 300gal.

600Kg

210300

9 x 5ft / 2.7 x 1.5m

2273L / 500gal.

900Kg

210500

8 x 8ft / 2.4 x 2.4m

4546L / 1000gal.

2100Kg

211000

13 x 9ft / 4 x 2.7m

11365L / 2500gal.

2100Kg

212500

23 x 9ft / 7 x 2.7m

22730L / 5000gal.

4600Kg

215000

23 x 9ft / 7 x 2.7m

27276L / 6000gal.

6500Kg

216000

24 x 10ft / 7.3 x 3m

36368L / 8000gal.

9100Kg

218000

Min Hire

1Wk

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Pumps

• Digital flowmeter

• Fuel management

• Auto shut off nozzle
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FUEL & WATER TANKS

Fuel
Tanks

Fuel Bowsers

PRODUCT

Garic’s AceCube and Fuel Pod fuel tanks are
of exceptional quality and provide the most
practical method of storage and distributing
fuels on-site. Available now to purchase,
these products are a fantastic addition to any
commercial or industrial working environment.
The AceCube
is designed
the safe
Our fuel Versatile
tanks arerange
available
in manyfor
different
and secure transporting and storage of various industrial
sizes to suit your needs. Each one has many
lubricants and hazardous liquids worldwide.
practical safety features to ensure regulations
compliance and safeguard staff wellbeing.

AceCube Fuel Tanks

Garic’s heavy duty fuel bowsers are fully steel constructed
and robust, making them suitable for long term use. All fuel
bowsers come with site specification tyres suitable for off
road use.

Secure fuel storage facility
Steel bund (110% fully bunded)
Fuel sight level gauge
Standard trigger nozzle
Steel frame chassis
Steel agricultural wheels & all terrain tyres
Heavy duty lifting eyes

Dims (L x W)

3 inch fusible fill cap, 2 inch pressure vacuum vent, standard
breather vent, 3 x 1¼” feed.
Fitting Plate: sockets, 3 x 1” return sockets, float level fuel
gauge.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIMARY

Capacity

Weight

SECONDARY
Fitting Plate: Supplied with blank plate as standard,
optional return & feed sockets available.

APPROVALS & CERTIFICATIONS
Product
Code

10 x 6ft / 3 x 1.8m 1363L / 300gal.

700Kg

210320

12 x 6.5ft / 3.6
x 2m

2273L / 500gal.

10001200Kg

210510

22 x 7.5ft / 6.7 x
2.3m

4546L / 1000gal. 3300Kg

211010

26 x 8ft / 7.2 x
2.4m

9092L / 2000gal. 4600Kg

212010

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Fuel management

• UL 142 / ULC S-601

• TSSA B1390 ON - 2006

• UN31 A/Y

• Vibration Tested

• (IBC)

• Patent Design

• CAN CG343, 146, 2002

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Auto shut off nozzle

• Digital flowmeter
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ACE CUBES
1:

External Lid

2:

Primary Hatch Cover Lid

3:

Stacking Cover with Lifting Lugs

4:

Primary Hatch Fittings Plate

5:

Bracket for Dispensing Nozzle

6:

Internal Steel Fuel Pipes

7:

Pump Bracket System

8:

Hose Reel Brackets

9:

Forklift Access

10: Secondary Hatch Cover Lid
11: Secondary Hatch Fittings Plate
(fittings optional extra)
12: Inner Primary Tank Lifting Lug
13: Inner Primary Tank

COMPLETELY
REMOVABLE INNER
TANK

14: External Bund Tank
15: Skid Mounted Base Frame
16: Bi-Directional Forklift Pockets

Key Features on all Ace Cubes:
• Bi-directional forklift plates, internal baffle plates,
galvanised hatch plates, stacking corners & lifting eyes
to allow safe & easy handling

AceCube Versatile ACV - 450L
PRODUCT

• Designed to stack inside shipping containers & across
truck beds providing economical transportation
• Unique hexagonal corners for extra strength. Three
letter box openings for secure & safe hose connections
• Large designed dispensing gun equipment
compartment with fixed arrangements to carry hose
		 reels, pumps, gun nozzles, cables, batteries & bund
alarms
• 110% bunded tank capacity - to meet the global
environmental regulations
• Completely removable inner tank for easy maintenance
& cleaning
• Primary & secondary hatch plates - for multiple use &
versatility. The primary hatch plate acts as a man way
• The primary hatch plate is fitted with a 3 inch fill pipe,
three - 1“ return pipes & three - 1¼” feed pipes as
standard for multiple use
• Space efficient design - easily stacked 2 high when full
& 3 high when empty
• Unique pitched outer lid - designed to allow for dust &
rain regress

Product Code

219000

Dims (L x W x H)

4.6 x 3.4 x 2.8ft / 1.4 x 1.0 x 0.8m

Capacity

450L / 98gal.

Outer Tank Thickness

3mm

Inner Tank Thickness

3mm

Dry Weight

380kg

Full Weight

763kg

Safe Fuel Fill Levels

427L / 94gal.

• The primary hatch plate comes complete with a secure
lockable design & and has beading around the lid
closing position

info@garic.co.uk
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ACE CUBES

AceCube Versatile ACV - 950L

AceCube Versatile ACV - 3000L
PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Product Code

219001

Product Code

219003

Dims (L x W x H)

5.1 x 3.4 x 3.6ft / 1.5 x 1.0 x 1.7m

Dims (L x W x H)

8.3 x 5.3 x 3.6ft / 2.5 x 1.6 x 1.7m

Capacity

950L / 209gal.

Capacity

3000L / 660gal.

Outer Tank Thickness

3mm

Outer tank thickness

3mm

Inner Tank Thickness

3mm

Inner tank thickness

3mm

Dry weight

640kg

Dry weight

1180kg

Full weight

1495kg

Full weight

3880kg

Safe Fuel Fill Levels

903L / 198gal.

Safe Fuel Fill Levels

2850L / 627gal.

AceCube Versatile ACV - 2000L

AceCube Versatile ACV - 4500L
PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Product Code

219002

Product Code

219004

Dims (L x W x H)

8.3 x 3.7 x 3.6ft / 1.5 x 1.1 x 1.0m

Dims (L x W x H)

9.1 x 6.7 x 3.6ft / 2.7 x 2.0 x 1.0m

Capacity

2000L / 434gal.

Capacity

4500L / 990gal.

Outer tank thickness

3mm

Outer tank thickness

3mm

Inner tank thickness

3mm

Inner tank thickness

3mm

Dry weight

980kg

Dry weight

1910kg

Full weight

2680kg

Full weight

5960kg

Safe fuel fill levels

1900L / 417.9gal.

Safe fuel fill levels

4275L / 936.4gal.
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FUEL PODS

AceCube Versatile Trailer 950L/
2000L
PRODUCT

FuelPod Vesatile Range
The FuelPod Versatile Bunded Tanks have been designed
with safety in mind. It safely secures the storage of bulk
fuels and is designed for static application.

Key Features on all Fuel Pods

The AceCube Versatile Trailer has been designed and
constructed to carry fuel volumes for 950 Liters and 2,000
Liters and fit precisely onto single axle and twin axle
road tow trailers. To ensure stability and safety the Road
Tow Range comes equipped with pre-designed trailer
connection points, which are positioned under the bidirectional base frame.
Standard features consist of a third wheel jockey, reverse
brakes, stabilisers, inbuilt countersunk tail light fittings with
protection cover, mud guards, heavy duty ball hitch and a
brake away cable. Designed to fit the AceCube Tank Range.
Key Features
• 3000KG MGW tandem Trailer to suit DyMac 950L or
2000L ACV or 45KVA Generator
• This is rated @ 3000kg with an unladen weight of 		
450kg giving a payload capacity of 2550kg. Tank mounting
transoms are bolted so that the space between can be
adjusted to carry other equipment such as generators
• Twin axle with Plastic mud guards
• The chassis specification is as follows comprising off:		 2 x 1500kg Rubber Suspension Axle c/w 200x50AR 		
Spreadlever brakes PCD of drum 5 stud 112 PCD
		 4 x Wheels & Tyre 185R14 8pl tyres fitted to 5.5Jx14
wheel 5x112 PCD
		 1 x Cast Overrun Coupling 3000kg capacity fitted with
50mm Cast lockable head or Eye attachment as required
1 x 48mm Telescopic Serrated jockey wheel
		 1 pair of plastic tandem mudguards to suit 14” wheels & tyre
		 1 set of fully UK/EU approved lights, combination lights
at the rear with separate number plate lights,
• Front side marker lights, reflectors amber and white,
wiring loom to plug sitted to front of chassis and 		
separate plug to plug cable c/e with 7 pin adaptor plug
• Full galvanised chassis frame
Product Code

219007

Size

3000KG

Capacity

950L / 2000L

• Maintenance & Environment
The FuelPod is comprised of an innovative double wall
tank design which comes with a removable flow forge
spill tray floor. It is constructed with a raised pedestrian
door to allow for seepage control and employs a man-way
cover conveniently located on the rooftop to provide easy
access for cleaning, maintenance and inspections.
• Dispensing & Accessibility
The FuelPod Bunded Tank Range has an easily accessible
camlock fill pipe connection point conveniently located
just inside the pedestrian door. The Range also has an
ingenious bracket system that houses 4m to 6m standard
hose reels and dispensing nozzles with either analog or
digital gauges. An optional 8m to 15 M retractable hose
is also available. Finally the Fuel Pod Bunded Tanks can be
conveniently adapted with a fuel management system.
• Safety & Security
The FuelPod Versatile Bunded Tank has a walk in
pedestrian door with a secure 3 point locking system,
ensuring it is static and safe during fuelling.

Typical applications include:
Prime Fueling
The FuelPod is the go to fuelling solution across the
construction, industrial and farming sectors. The pod can be
used for any number of direct fuelling applications, including
providing bulk fuel supply to farm machinery, construction
equipment or critical power generators worldwide.
Emergency
The FuelPods innovative and flexible design allows for
quick refuelling and deployment, making it perfect for an
emergency situation.
Standby Fuel
The FuelPod Range can be engaged as a secondary or
standby bulk fuel source for farms, building sites and
quarries as fuel can be securely stored in the FuelPod until
required.

info@garic.co.uk
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Fuel Pod Versatile FP-5300L

FUEL PODS

APPROVALS & CERTIFICATIONS
• Lifting when Empty

• Vibration Tested

• PPG2 & PPG26

• Patent no: GB2502198

PRODUCT

FuelPod Versatile FP-2500L

Product Code

219101

Capacity

5300 Litres

Length

3000 mm

Width

1150 mm

Height

2475 mm

Weight, Tare

1430 kg

Weight, Laden

5885 kg

Fuel Pod Versatile FP-9000L

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

Product Code

219100

Product Code

219102

Capacity

2500 Litres

Capacity

9000 Litres

Length

2350 mm

Length

2940 mm

Width

1420 mm

Width

2250 mm

Height

1535 mm

Height

2250 mm

Weight, Tare

865 kg

Weight, Tare

2750 kg

Weight, Laden

3628 kg

Weight, Laden

10850 kg
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Tower

Lights

Clearly lit projects are a safety essential when
working during the night Garic has made this
safer and more ecological. Introducing the
worlds’ most advanced lighting towers; designed
to reduce catastrophic topple overs and half fuel
bills, the safety and Eco tower light offer sublime
safety and Eco credentials unlike any others
available.
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TOWER LIGHTS

Eco Tower Lights
These tower lights have always been a leader in lowering
carbon emissions, plus an added benefit of lowering
running costs.
The VT-Hybrid lighting tower features LED floodlights which
are powered by rechargeable batteries and have a running
time of up to 9 hours.

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average max height of 9m
340° telescopic mast rotation
The lighting tower recharges the battery for 5 hours
Hydraulic lifting system
When the battery is running the lighting tower runs
without noise or carbon emissions
Carbon emissions reduced by 86%
Strong vertical galvanized steel mast in 7 sections
Bunded tank to avoid fuel spillage on the ground
Lifting eye and forklift pockets
AMOSS kit - when handbrake is released mast
automatically comes down
Light sensor - switches lamps on and off with daylight
The VT-Hybrid has two optional accessories; a timer
and a light sensor - saving you money

Product Code

120102

Lamps

4 x 120 W LED

Run time

640hrs

Min Dims (L x W x H)

10.6 x 4.5 x 7.8ft / 3.2 x 1.3 x 2.3m

Mast Rotation

340

Max Dims (L x W x H)

10.6 x 6.8 x 27.8ft / 3.2 x 2.0 x 8.4m

Wind stability

110Km/h

Weight

1230Kg

Illuminated area

2500m2

Fuel Cap

160L / 35gal.

Approx Fuel savings

£390 per Month
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Environmental

Solutions

Ensuring projects are protected from mud, oil and
other contaminants is always an environmental safety
priority. From Interceptor Drip Trays to Settlement Tanks,
COSHH stores and Boot Washes, Garic offers the most
widely trusted range of environmental site solutions in
the UK. Garic’s comprehensive environmental solutions
cover oil containment to dirt settlement, washing
solutions and harsh substances control.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

Interceptor Drip Trays

Boot Wash

The interceptor drip tray uses a protection system safeguards
any unbunded equipment from potential oil and fuel leaks.
Offering instant environmental protection, the tray is a simple
yet effective way of ensuring no contaminants are spilt on site.

The boot wash from Garic is a heavy duty facility suitable
for cleaning boots on site. Equipped with a combined hose
brush, the unit is a unique yet extremely effective solution to
the problem of muddy boots in clean areas.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Steel fabricated oil interceptor

• Easy install, standalone boot cleaning unit

• Removable steel platforms

• Available with three or five bays

• Integral oil interceptor

• Anti-slip steel foot platform

• Sight level gauge

• Reinforced rubber water hose and sprinkle nozzles

• Water overflow system
• World patented system

Dims (L x W)

Tray Depth Weight

Product
Code

Three
Bay

5.5 x 1.6ft /
1.6 x 0.6m

250mm

200Kg

310300

241010

Five Bay

9 x 1.6ft /
2.7 x 0.5m

250mm

300Kg

310500

241210

Min Hire

1Wk

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Weight

Product Code

6 x 4ft / 1.8 x 1.2m

409L / 90gal.

175Kg

240610

8 x 5ft / 2.4 x 1.5m

691L / 152gal.

300Kg

240810

10 x 5ft / 3.0 x 1.5m 859L / 189gal.

490Kg

12 x 6ft / 3.6 x 1.8m 1241L / 273gal. 600Kg
Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Waste oil removal
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ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Water tank / Bowser

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Pump

www.garic.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

Pipe Ramps

Waste Tanks

The pipe ramp is a simple yet ingenious design which
enables you to pump water from one side of the highway or
walkway to the other without disrupting the flow of traffic.

Garic can supply waste tanks in two sizes, manufactured
to the highest quality to prevent leakage and avoid
environmental hazards.

Its sturdy steel construction and gentle up and over ramped
is designed so pedestrians and vehicles can easily traverse
over it safely whilst the water flows through it without
interference. Modular in design it can easily be linked
together to cover larger paths or roads.

The waste tank will securely store all the waste as well as
provide you with a range of additional benefits. These include
an audible alarm feature to signal high capacity, a high level
vent pipe to eradicate odours and an innovative internal wash
system to ensure safe cleaning procedures.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Manufactured in UK from galvanised steel

• Securely stores all waste

• Durable - withstand heaviest of duties from any site

• Audible alarm feature to signal high capacity

• Adaptable

• High level vent pipe to eradicate odours
• Innovative internal wash system to ensure safe
cleaning procedures
• Hazardous substances and pollutants will be
completely contained at all times

Length

Weight

Product Code

8ft / 2.4m

220Kg

340801

10ft / 3.0m

250Kg

341001

Min Hire

1 Wk

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Weight

Product
Code

8.2 x 5.9ft / 2.5
x 1.8m

2273L / 500gal.

275Kg

230501

700Kg

231001

6.5 x 11.8ft / 2 x
4546L / 1000gal.
3.6m
Min Hire

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Pipes

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

1 Wk

• Overfill alarm

• Waste management

• Ventilation pipe

info@garic.co.uk
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

Settlement Tanks

Wash Bay/Breaker Interceptor

Our settlement tanks are specially designed to prevent silt
and fine particles being discharged into the water system
or drains, maintaining full pumping capacity and avoiding
blocked drains.

An evolution of the Interceptor drip tray, the wash tray
provides the perfect solution to the problem of oil/grease
and fuel from entering your drains at the wash bay.
Equipment can be placed by lifting or via optional entry
ramp.

Key Features:

Key Features:

• Steel construction and steel weir wall

• Interceptor drip tray

• Heavy duty lifting eyes and lashing points

• Removable steel platforms (Ambideck)

• Viewing eyes

• Integral oil interceptor
• Lifting/lashing points (x4)

NEE

• Site level gauge (oil level indicator) & protector
• Rain water overflow system
• Integrated sides (3 x side any configuration)

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

8.2 x 3.2ft / 2.5
4546L / 1000gal.
x 1.5m
Min Hire

Weight

Product Code

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Product Code

550Kg

251000

12 x 6ft / 3.6 x 1.8m

1073L / 236gal.

240001

Min Hire

1Wk

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Waste removal

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Pumps

• Pipework
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ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Electric winches

• Removable sides

• External ramps

• Transfer sub pump

www.garic.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

COSHH Store

Interceptor Drum Store

The COSHH Store has been specifically designed to safely
store and control hazardous substances such as oils, paints
and other site use chemicals.

Store a range of drums in a secure environment safe in the
knowledge that any leaks will be contained by the built in
drip tray.

Our COSHH store is strong, secure and are built as
standard with integral drip tray in the floor and extra large
louvoured vents, giving you peace of mind that all your
COSHH requirements are being met.

Key Features:
• Steel drip tray and forklift pockets
• Removable steel platforms (Ambideck)
• Integral oil interceptor

Key Features:

• Lifting/lashing points (x4)

• Steel construction and fully vented

• Site level gauge (oil level indicator) & protector

• Steel access door (double) and integral internal

• Rain water overflow system

steps

• Steel mesh protective cage

• Internal drip tray and fork lift pockets

• Spring loaded lockable catches

• No-slip removable Ambideck steel floor

• Security padlock fastening point & high level shelf

• Fully lockable and weather proof
• Low level lifting/lashing points

Dims (L x W)

Capacity

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

Bund 1650L /
2000Kg
363gal.

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

Weight

Product Code

Dims (L x W)

Oil holding Cap

Weight

Product Code

191001

6 x 4ft / 1.8 x
1.2m

682L / 150gal.

500Kg

270620

8 x 5ft / 2.4 x
1.5m

1132L / 249gal.

600Kg

270820

Min Hire

1Wk

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Racking
Please talk to one of our expert sales teams for spill
control products for COSHH Stores on 0844 417 9788

info@garic.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

Recirculating Fuel Purification System
A system that maintains healthy and clean fuel

8.01m

PRODUCT

Garic offers a patented solution for fuel recovery and
dispensing fuel at better than forecourt standards. The
tank is used for fuel extraction, storage, maintaining
quality and hygiene by preventing the formation of

4.11m

storage that eliminates contamination, ultimately

water or sludging. This system is designed to remove
suspended water, asphaltines and contaminants from
gas oil. This enables users to safely store and reuse the
gas oil, avoiding the cost, hassle, and environmental

m

1.06

impact caused by the unnecessary disposal of fuel.
Applications include, but are not restricted to:
• Shipping

• Transport

• Generator/Plant hire

• Haulage

Key Features:
• General plant and equipment can be emptied of dirty fuel
to be cleaned and recovered
• Cost savings by cleaning fuel which would normally be
disposed
• Ensures clean fuel is always distributed
• Less breakdowns on site

m

2.9

Product Code

980001

Fully bunded 40,000L storage

Audible and visual capacity

cap

alarm to prevent over filling

Cleans up to 120L of
contaminated diesel per min

Can be supplied fully ATEX
compliant

Recovers fuel from machinery

Tank level gauge system

Negates the need for disposing
of 1000’s of ltrs of contaminated
diesel fuel

Removes water, ashphaltines,
sludge, algae and other
particulate matter

2 x Auto shut-off trigger filling
nozzles

Two high flow delivery pumps

Specialised Settlement Tank
The Specialised Settlement tank is a water management
solution which is used to manage numerous outlets
associated with ground water management on sites.

PRODUCT

The tank is used for sites with larger than average volumes
of water, it is a bespoke build so can accommodate any
capacity a site may require.
The tank comes complete with inlet and outlets points
according to requirements. We can bring this innovative
solution, from concept to final product in a matter of weeks.
BESPOKE BUILD
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Product Code

980001

Dims (L x W x H)

16.7 x 9.8 x 9.1ft / 5.1 x 3.0 x 2.8m

Bauer Inlets

6 x 8” Female

Dry Weight

2000kg

Mobility

Fork Pockets

Safe Water Fill Levels

900L / 198gal.

www.garic.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS

Heavy Duty Plant Wash Bays

Re-Circulating Wash Bays

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

This unit works by allowing mud and debris to be pressure
cleaned, falling down into the sump of the wash bay. Any
debris is settled and the remaining water is then gravity
drained or pumped via the unit’s integral oil interceptor
to a public sewer, or automatically pumped to an optional
settlement tank for further stages of settlement and
filtration. Water can either be disposed of or re-circulated
to a pressure wash, thus further reducing your carbon
footprint, as water is reused many times.

This unit is designed to recirculate cleaning water, remove
debris and also separate free oils via two stages of oil
interception. The unit will not remove soluble i.e. Drilling and
cutting oils.

There are several configurations available for our wash bay,
for different needs. You can choose from the galvanised
angle iron or galvanised flat bar drive on sections and ramps,
accompanied by Ambideck walkways. We also understand
that one size doesn’t fit all, so if you have a special design
requirement, please get in touch. Our R&D team are here
to provide a solution that works best for your site.

• Used water is filtered against heavy solids via covered
grille prior to scavenging pump, free oils are intercepted
at this stage as water is lifted via a dip-tube below
water surface

Key Features:
• Fully dismountable wash bay unit with removable
containment walls ensures ease of transporting
• Wash bay acts as debris pre-settlement area

• Filter basket ensures ease of removal of sediment bags
at service intervals
• Weir walls within settlement cistern provide secondary
indemnity against any sediment passage within
returned water to clean side of settlement cistern

Typical Applications Include:

• Plant Service Centres: Cleaning machines before
		 entering the workshop

• System is fully mains backed up by WRAS approved
electronically controlled settlement cistern - this
prevents overfills from mains backup and reduces
nuisance discharging into overflow IBC

• On-Site: Clean machines before off hiring, preventing
		 soiling charges

• IBC provides overflow cover in the event that water is
displaced by debris within wash bay

• Quarries: Cleaning of machines prior to on site repairs.

• 5 micron pressure wash water supply pre-filter

• General: Degreasing and cleaning of tools, attachments
and skips

• The unit is designed so that water is not diverted into
public sewers

• Plant Hire: Keeping the dirt in one place at plant yards
		 & depot when cleaning

Product Code

980001

Product Code

980001

Dims (L x W x H)

Load Capacity

Dims (L x W x H)

Capacity

50 Tonne

28.4 x 29.7 x 8.1ft
/ 8.6 x 9.07 x 2.4m

3000L

59.6 x 27 x 8.7ft
/ 18.1 x 8.2 x 2.7m

info@garic.co.uk
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Wheel
Washing

Keeping roads clear of dirt and debris is essential for the
safety of road users and the environmental control of mud
and other substances. Powerful and heavy-duty wheel
wash solutions from Garic guarantee an efficient, sanitary
and recyclable wash to keep your roads clear and your
wheels clean.
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WHEEL WASHING

Drive Through Bath

Trucks, dumpers and lorries are cleaned as they
drive over a series of rumble strips which shake off
the heaviest earth.

Garic’s unpowered drive through bath is an inexpensive yet
very efficient vehicle wash system. It is ideal for sites that
have moderate mud and dirt, the unit is quick and easy to
install.

They are then washed as the wheels, chassis and undersides
pass through a water lagoon to provide a quick, safe and
effective cleaning system. If required, extra road rumble
strips are available.
Key Features:
• Steel fabricated wash area
• Removable rumble road sections
• Heavy duty lifting and lashing points

Product Code

303500

Dims (L x W)

Weight

35 x 12ft / 10.7 x 3.6m (without ramps)

6300Kg

77 x 12ft / 23.5 x 3.6m (with external
ramps)

15900Kg

• Ramps

• Water Tank / Bowser

4Wk

• Water Fills

• Header Tank / Bowser

Min Hire

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

Enviro Wheel Wash
Product Code

300002

Dims (L x W)

Weight

22 x 24ft / 6.7 x 7.3m (without ramps)

12,200Kg

66 x 24ft / 20.1 x 7.3m (with ramps)

14,200Kg

Min Hire

4Wk

Key Features:

Our fully automated and totally self-sufficient enviro wheel
wash is perfect for sites where sticky clay and mud can be
a big problem.
As vehicles pass through the wheel wash, exceptionally
powerful jets spray water onto the wheels, chassis and
undersides, cleaning the vehicles in one fluid motion.
The Enviro Wash recycles and re-circulates water separating
the muck and debris in the lagoon area for easy removal and
cleaning.

•
•
•
•
•

Powered heavy duty wheel wash
Steel fabricated wash area
Heavy duty lifting and lashing points
Cleaning area with vertical spray jets
Automatic sensors

• Electric pumps

• Water Tank / Bowser

• Water fills

• Header Tank / Bowser

info@garic.co.uk
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For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
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WHEEL WASHING

Elevated Enviro Wheel Wash

Key Features:
• Powered heavy duty wheel wash
• Steel fabricated wash area

Product Code

300001

Dims (L x W)

Weight

21 x 7m / 70 x 24 Ft with ramps

9300Kg

6 x 7m / 20 x 24 Ft without ramps

11300Kg

• Magic eye system

Min Hire

4Wk

• Interceptor drip tray as standard

• Surface mounted no excavation required
• Heavy duty lifting and lashing points
• Cleaning area with vertical spray jets

• 30ft external galvanised steel ramps
The Enviro wheel wash can also be elevated and placed
directly onto a surfaced area with ramps; perfect for quick
set-up and removal on short-term contracts or sites that
require heavy duty wheel washing.
The Enviro wash recycles and re-circulates water separating
the muck and debris in the lagoon area for easy removal and
cleaning.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Electric pumps

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Header Tank / Bowser

• Water Fills

Bespoke Builds

New Sales

Our designers relish the challenge of a
bespoke build and, as expert innovators,
our products always fulfil even the most
stringent legislation requirements.

Our plant and equipment sales
division is ready to assist with
your site management.

If you need something not in stock,
or there simply isn’t a product on the
market that matches your needs, our
experts can design and build a bespoke
item just for you. We manufacture a
large proportion of the products we hire
and sell. This means we can draw on a
wealth of R&D knowledge to best meet
your specifications.
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0330 094 8065

We can organise purchases,
whether you need to buy
mobile welfare vans, boot
washers or dust cannons. We
have an extensive range of
products available off-the-shelf,
which can be delivered as soon
as required.
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WHEEL WASHING

City Wheel Wash

three-phase power supply or powered independently of
mains power using a diesel-powered generator. Please note
that a 25mm water supply is required to give the unit its
initial fill. This also maintains the water level within the unit.
Waste water is minimised as it is automatically recirculated
from the containing sump beneath.
The unit can be dug into the ground down to only 325mm
for a flush-fit application and, if digging is not an option, the
unit can also be used 325mm above ground using a set of
3-metre rumble ramps. As wheels pass through the unit,
the rumble bars agitate the tyre treads and which are then
cleaned using high-pressure spray jets. This process ensures
a 360° clean of standard tipper lorry tyres. Its outstanding
design means that travelling very slowly through the unit
achieves a clean similar to our much larger units.

This unit is especially designed for site specification vehicles
such as tipper trucks and vehicles without front and rear
under-run restrictions, however, ramp extensions are
available for these lower configurations.
Garic’s City Wheel Wash is designed to enable quick
deployment without the need for movement orders and to
be set up on-site with as little disruption as possible. This unit
is the smallest powered spray wash product in our range. Its
submersible pump can either be plugged in to an existing

Product
Code

300003

Bays

Dims (L x W x H)

Dims (L x W x H)
Without Ramps

1

8500mm x 4500mm
x 325mm

2500mm x 4500mm
x 325mm

2

11000mm x 4500 mm
x 325mm

5000mm x 4500 mm
x 325mm

3

13500 mm x 4500 mm
x 325mm

7500 mm x 4500 mm
x 325mm

Min Hire

4Wk

Wheel Spinner
The Wheel Spinner from Garic is the only
cleaning system that can remove clay, mud and
stones from between the rear driven wheels
of lorries.

PRODUCT

Sometimes, simply washing the wheels is not
effective enough and often leaves heavy mud, clay and
stones stuck dangerously between the twin rear wheels of
these vehicles. This can also be used alongside the Garic
Enviro wheel wash systems.

Key Features:
• Totally self-sustaining
Product Code

980001

• No need for electric or water

Dims (L x W x H)

11.2 x 12.8 x 1.8ft / 3.43 x 3.93 x 0.56m

• Easy and quick to install

Weight

3500Kg

Roller Diameter

320mm with a 10mm gauge steel

Brakes

4 Heavy duty brakes on all rollers

Brake disk

280mm in Diameter

• Extremely heavy duty build to withstand most vehicles
• Vehicles can drive through at up to 15 mph
• Heavy duty air brake system
• Heavy duty rollers with welded ribs for opening the
treads during spinning

info@garic.co.uk
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DUST
Control

It is important that comprehensive dust control systems
are established before work commences. Any company’s
ultimate responsibility when working on dust-heavy
projects is to protect their workers and people living and
working close to the site. Being robust and powerful, dust
control equipment from Garic is extremely efficient at
tackling dust and minimising the associated environmental
and health and safety risks.
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DUST CONTROL

Dust Suppression Bowser

Garic’s dust suppression bowsers are ideal for sites with high
levels of dust and are a must for anyone in the demolition
and quarrying industries.
With dust levels presenting such a huge health and safety
issue, it is crucial that you can source the right dirt and dust
suppression system for the job at hand.

Dust Spray Cannon

The most robust, reliable and cost effective Dust Cannons
on the market, they have an application solution for every
type of site across a huge range of sectors including:
- Demolition and asbestos removal sites
- Concrete production plants & soil remediation works
- Recycling sites and biomass processing plants
- Steel and slag handling sites, landfill sites & coal mines
- Wood and aluminium processing plants
Key Features:

Key Features:

•
•
•
•
•

• High and low level reach options
• Fan tail irrigation head as standard
• Static or mobile options available
• Additional fan tail, irrigation spraying
• Additional sprinkler system
Dims (L x W)

Capacity

Product Code

12 x 6.5ft / 3.8 x 2m

2273L / 500gal.

320500

18 x 7.5ft / 5.5 x 2.3m

4546L / 1000gal.

321000

20 x 7.5ft / 6.4 x 2.3m

9092L / 2000gal.

322000

Min Hire

1Wk

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Suction pipe for
self filling

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• Road tow spec

Coverage: 20 meters
Water consumption: 6,25 l/min
Integrated generator: 3.7 kW
Integrated water tank: 1000 liters
Optional road trailer
Electrical engine power (fan)

2.2 kW

Coverage (*without wind)

20 m

Generating set with diesel
engine

3.7 kW 230 V – Yanmar L70N

Fuel tank capacity

18 litres

Water tank capacity

1000 litres

Water consumption

6,25 l/min

Electrical engine power (fan)

2.2 kW

Coverage (*without wind)

20 m

Generating set with diesel
engine

3.7 kW 230 V – Yanmar L70N

Running time

160 min

Min Hire

1Wk

• Water fills
For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Frost protection

• UV filter

• Self contained

• Odour eliminator

Go to www.spraycannons.co.uk for full dust cannon range.

info@garic.co.uk
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SITE SHELTERS
Zappshelter
With our inclement and unpredictable weather conditions,
innovation is needed to keep projects on track and on budget.
Zappshelter are the smart way to get under cover fast. Rapid to
install and using only the most basic of equipment, Zappshelter
usually require no planning permission to erect, and are easy to
dismantle and relocate as needed.
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SITE SHELTERS

Zappshelter

Zappshelter provide flexible temporary or permanent
covered areas for your location. Available in a range of widths
& lengths, working perfectly with standard steel containers,
concrete walls or Garic Welfare and Accommodation units.
Users can better utilise the space around and between
containers ensuring no land is wasted. Zappshelters open up
a whole host of further applications and possibilities, taking
the container concept to a whole new level.

Size (L x W)

Arch Height

070001

19 x 19.6ft / 6 x 6m

2.3m

070002

19 x 39.3ft / 6 x 12m

2.3m

070003

26 x 20ft / 8 x 6.1m

3m

070004

26 x 39.3ft / 8 x 12.1m

3m

070005

32.8 x 20ft / 10 x 6.1m

2.8m

070006

32.8 x 39.6ft / 10 x 12.1m

2.8m

070007

39.3 x 20ft / 12 x 6.1m

3.4m

070008

39.3 x 39.6ft / 12 x 12.1m

3.4m

070009

45.9 x 20ft / 14 x 6.1m

3.3m

070010

45.9 x 39.6ft / 14 x 12.1m

3.3m

070011

55.7 x 20ft / 17 x 6.1m

4.5m

070012

55.7 x 39.6ft / 17 x 12.1m

4.5m

Min Hire

1Wk
For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
End Walls

Typical Applications include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Code

Some applications require additional protection, for this reason we have
developed three great end wall options.

Plant and vehicle maintenance areas
Steel fabrication areas
Site workshops and Wash bays
Shot-blast and paint bays
Plant and vehicle storage
Bulk material storage
Aggregate and salt storage
Delivery, stores areas, site briefing & training
Welfare areas
Exhibitions, festivals and events

Product
Code

Description

070101

Partial end wall Simply encloses the space from the top
of the containers to the highest point on the dome. This
gives extra protection without restricting access.

070102

The full end wall Completely encloses one end of the
sheltered area, protecting anything inside and offering
added security.

070103

The zip-up end wall Offers the benefits of a full end
wall but with the ability to gain access via a heavy duty zip
opening.

Site Shelter
Key Features:
• Heavy duty, non-slip flooring
• Solar powered auto entry lighting (PIR)
• Low level lifting points
• Open sided
• Robust steel construction
• Can be configurated to a bike shed or lookout tower

Complete with bench seating, this 10 x 8 solar shelter is an
open sided and made of robust steel.

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
• Solar power

For a full list of Additional
Extras please see page 70

• LED lighting

Product Code

201001

Dims (L x W)

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

Weight

1600Kg

Power type

Solar

Capacity

Max 15 persons

Min Hire

4 Wk

info@garic.co.uk
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DECONTAMINATION
Garic provide a range of towable decontamination units which are
perfect for confined locations and are quick and easy to set up.
Each unit consists of a dirty end, a shower area and a clean end,
for optimized usability. The units provide important comfort and
hygiene facilities for any site.
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DECONTAMINATION UNITS

Twin Shower Decon Unit

Welfare & Decon Unit

The body is constructed of GRP-faced ply-board, polished
on both sides to give a robust, easy-to-clean finish. All of
the floor areas are covered with hard wearing fibreglass gel
coat to maximise durability. The corners, doors and frames
are supported by aluminium angles and where required
the doors are self-closing and fitted with airtight strips.
The chassis incorporates a single-axle, rated up to 1,500kg
and uses a braked spring-damped tow hitch. For added
stability the A-frame is welded to the chassis and the unit
incorporates four corner-steadies.

This unique unit combines a self-contained decontamination
facility and a canteen area, as well as toilet facilities for
operatives, into a single road-towable unit. This construction
saves valuable space, time and towing logistics. It is ideal for
confined locations and is particularly useful where space is
of the essence.
The chassis incorporates a single-axle, rated up to 1,500kg
and uses a braked spring-damped tow hitch. For added
stability the A-frame is welded to the chassis and the unit
incorporates four corner-steadies.

A key focus of the design philosophy is to incorporate
features to make their use as maintenance and trouble-free
as possible - and therefore cost effective.

Dims (L x W)

Area

4.9 x 2.6ft / 1.50 x 0.81m

Clean Area

Dims (L x W)

Area

3.6 x 3.0ft /1.10 x 0.93m

Dirty Area

5.7 x 6.1ft / 1.75 x 1.87m

Clean Area

5.9 x 5.7ft /1.82 x 1.74m

Canteen

5.7 x 2.9ft / 1.75 x 0.9m

Dirty Area

2.6 x 2.0ft /0.81 x 0.9m

Toilet

5.7 x 2.6ft / 1.75 x 0.8m

Shower Area

3.6 x 2.9ft /1.10 x 0.91m

Shower Area

Min Hire

1Wk

Min Hire

1Wk
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POWER
GENERATION
We take a consultative approach to generator
hire and power distribution. Our expert team
will listen and advise on the best solutions
to meet any power requirement. Our team
will look to provide the most environmentally
friendly and cost-effective solutions available.
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POWER GENERATION

Power Generation

All Garic generators are designed with practicality and
usability in mind. By offering an optional telematics system,
Garic can monitor the stability of the generator; ensuring that
any breakdowns or fuel fills are actioned upon, efficiently.
We can provide power generation for any site requirement,
20KVA up to 100KVA generator sets can come enclosed
within an anti-vandal container. Offering the practicality of a
generator, fuel tank and distribution board being integrated
in a store. Higher kVA options are available on demand.

Stand Alone Generators

Garic are leaders in environmental product offerings.
With the introduction of hybrid power, Garic now offer an
alternative solution to power on site. With many applications,
hybrid power now provides a solution for both air and noise
pollution; with the added benefit of saving on fuel costs.

Containerised Generators

Power Type

Min Hire

Power Type

Min Hire

15kVA

1 Wk

15kVA

1 Wk

20kVA

1 Wk

20kVA

1 Wk

30kVA

1 Wk

30kVA

1 Wk

40kVA

1 Wk

40kVA

1 Wk

45kVA

1 Wk

45kVA

1 Wk

60kVA

1 Wk

60kVA

1 Wk

75kVA

1 Wk

75kVA

1 Wk

100kVA

1 Wk

100kVA

1 Wk

150kVA

1 Wk

200kVA

1 Wk

250kVA

1 Wk

250+kVA

1 Wk
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POWER GENERATION

Solatainer

Combi Cube

Developed to provide an off-grid power supply, integrating
renewable-power and storage with diesel-power back-up
to reduce fuel consumption and carbon emissions. This
unit also reduces fuel costs by 80% when compared to a
conventional diesel generator.

The Garic Combi Cube is a smart add-on to any unpowered
site accommodation that requires external waste tanks,
water tanks and fuel tanks. It also includes a 240V water
pump and up to a 20kVA generator.

During daytime operation the energy created by the solar
panels is harvested and stored in an on-board Lithium-ion
battery pack. The standby generator is configured to run
only when batteries are depleted.

All of this is housed in a 10x8 steel container making it the
perfect addition to service and power your site. We are
also able to service the Combi Cube for waste removal and
fuel and water replenishment, the kit also comes with the
option of i-SITE.

(Requires external fuel tank).
Key Features:

Key Features:

• Reduced Energy Costs.

• 12V LED Lighting & Frost protection

• Reduce Environmental Impact and Carbon Footprint

• RCD (residual current device)protection

• Increase Competitive Advantage

• On demand water pump

• Regulatory Compliance e.g. ISO 14001

• 15mm outlet water connection

• Enhanced Corporate Image and Reputation for
Environmental Stewardship.

• 32mm waste inlet c/w gate valve isolation
• 110mm waste inlet c/w gate valve isolation

Product Code

208020

Dims (L x W x H)

21 x 8.0 x 8.49ft / 6.6 x 2.44 x 2.59m

Product Code

113001

Weight

3092Kg

Dims (L x W)

10 x 8ft / 3 x 2.4m

Power type

Hybrid Solar

Water Tank

1000L

Min Hire

1Wk

Waste Tank

1000L

Generator

12.5 kVA

Power type

Solar

Layout

Waste, Water, Generator

Min Hire

1Wk

Energy Saving Example:
Hiring a basic model with a 4KW PV array, 6KWh Lion
Battery and standby Generator can:
• Reduce fuel consumption by up to 80%
• Reduce CO2 emissions by up to 80%
• Save up to 448 liters of diesel per month
• Save up to £492 per month in diesel costs
** Based on a fuel price of £1.10/Liter
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Amp Options Available
• Multiple 63 Amp

• Multiple 32 Amp
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ON-DEMAND, ON-SITE, ON-TIME.

Connect is your single source, complete service partner.
From telehandlers and excavators to power generation
and cranes, the dedicated supply chain can ensure
the best product is delivered on demand, on-site and
on-time.
Connect guarantee to supply any project in the UK and
Ireland by utilising expert partners nationally; backed
by the Garic standard of customer service Connect
offers the most efficient, streamlined and diverse asset
management facility in the industry.

info@garic.co.uk
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CONNECT

connect@garic.co.uk

0330 094 8066

Your world works better when you Connect...
• Connect is your single source, complete service partner.

• 24 Hour Breakdown Assistance

• From telehandlers and excavators to power generation and lighting,
our dedicated supply chain can ensure the best product is delivered
on demand, on-site and on-time.

• Operated Plant Services

• We guarantee to supply any project in the UK by utilising expert
suppliers nationally; backed by the Garic standard of customer service
Connect offers the most efficient, streamlined and diverse asset
management facility in the industry.

• Transport

• Garic standard of customer 		
service

CONTACT OUR DEDICATED TEAM AT
CONNECT FOR MORE SERVICES...

MIN 1 WEEK HIRE ON ALL PRODUCTS

		 Vehicle and Trailer

		 Training

• HGV tippers and tractors
• Traffic management vehicles
• LCV vehicles - dropsides, tippers, beavertails
and crew vehicles
• Plant trailers and road sweepers

•
•
•
•

		
		 Small Tools
•
•
•
•
•

Electric breakers
Floor and cut off saws
Gas demolition breakers and rammers
Masonry/timber/metal and tile cutters
Compressors: Single, twin and 4 tool, plus more
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• Maintenance

IPAF and PASMA
NEBOSH
CITB site safety plus
E-learning courses available

		
		
		 Mobile Decontamination
• Single person gas powered units
• Mini 3m twin shower units
• Large 4.2m twin axle welfare units
(showers, toilet & welfare area)

• Large 4.2m quad shower units

www.garic.co.uk
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CONNECT

		 Groundwork

		

•
•
•
•
•

• 4yd - 40yd roll on roll off skips
• Specialist waste storage - glass, COSHH +
asbestos skips
• Open top or enclosed skips
• 4, 6 and 8 Wheeler muck shifting lorry 18 - 32T

Dumpers: ¾ - 10T
Mini and midi excavators: 0.8 - 8.5T
Tracked and wheeled excavators: 1.5 - 45T, 360°
Rollers 800 and 1200mm
Available operated or self-drive

		
•
•
•
•

Diesel, LPG forklifts
Telehandlers: 4 - 21m and RT telehandlers
Industrial mast lifts and eco electric forklifts
Kerb Lifters

		
•
•
•
•

Material Handling

Fencing and Hoarding

Standard H-top and round-top sets
Crowd barriers, pedestrian barrier and gates
Acoustic barriers
Blockade barriers/gates

		
•
•
•
•
•

Waste Management

Lighting Towers

Static and mobile lighting towers
Security lighting towers (CCTV Cameras)
LED light bulbs (emit greater levels of light)
360° light head rotation
Hybrid and solar powered power units

		

Powered Access

• Vehicle mounted: 12 - 102m
• Scissor lifts: 7.2 - 33.7m - electric/bi-fuel & diesel
• Telescopic/articulated boom lifts from 10 - 47.7m
- electric Bi-fuel and diesel. Narrow aisle/
hi-flotation and rough terrain specs available

				
		 HVAC

		 Security and Access Control

• Air conditioning units
• Evaporative coolers
• Infra-red and LPG ducted heaters

•
•
•
•

		

		 Other

•
•
•
•
•

Power Generation

10 - 2100kVa standalone generators
Super silent vault safe
Hybrid generators
Containerised generators
Linked sets

		 Loaders
• Backhoe and skidsteer loader
• Tracked loader and swing loader
• Various sizes and bucket types available

Monitored CCTV systems
Infra-red systems and motion sensors
Face recognition access point entry systems
Biometric finger scanning access point

• Contact our Connect team today to hear more
about what we can offer...

connect@garic.co.uk

0330 094 8066
info@garic.co.uk
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ADDITIONAL

EXTRAS
Our comprehensive range of additional extras
can enhance our product range with a complete
and cost-effective solution. Our expert team will
listen and advise on the best solutions to meet any
requirement.
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ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
Item Desciption

Product Code

Item Desciption

Product Code

Fridge

520011

White Boards 6ft

520054

Cooler Box 240V

520013

Pin Boards

520038

Cooler Box 12V

520012

Notice boards

520064

Water Dispenser

520032

Enclosed Lockers

520041

Water Bottles (Sale only)

520033

Mesh Lockers

520042

Kettle

520014

Linking (Butt Links)

520050

Microwave 240V

520016

244cm Racking Section (Twin Shelf) 520051

Toaster 2 slice

520024

Inverter Pack

Toaster 4 slice

520025

i-SITE (Waste, Water, Fuel Servicing) 520058

Leather Swivel Chair

520018

Toilet Waste Cassette

520059

Plastic Stackable chair

520019

Smoke Alarm

520061

Padded stackable chair

520020

Carbon Monoxide Detector

520062

Meeting Room Table

520027

Standard Padlock

520009

Office Desk

520015

Heavy Duty Padlock

520001

Bench

520028

Filing Cabinet

520010

Bench with Hooks

520029

Television

520034

Coat Hooks (Dryer)

520030

Fly Leads

520008

Digital Flow Meter

520031

Bookcase (2 shelf)

520035

White Boards 4ft

520037

Bookcase (5 shelf)

520036

520053

info@garic.co.uk
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CONTACTS PAGE

Hire Desk

Site Services

hire.team@garic.co.uk
Call: 0330 094 8064

Maintenance

siteservices@garic.co.uk
Call: 0330 094 8063

Servicing
Waste, Water & Fuel

Sales Team

services@garic.co.uk

sales.team@garic.co.uk

Call: 0330 094 8062

Call: 0330 094 8065

Accounts Payable

Credit Control

accountspayable@garic.co.uk

creditcontrol@garic.co.uk

Call: 0330 094 8061

Call: 0330 094 8061

Connect

connect@garic.co.uk
Call: 0330 094 8066
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NOTES
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Funding solutions that help drive growth
As the market leader for construction finance, we understand your industry and what support
you need to grow and prosper. Our finance specialists are supported by quantity surveying and
contract law teams, meaning you’ll always have a team of experts that can help
you handle all the business opportunities you get.

as at February 2019

Call one of our experts today to help finance your growth and development. For more information
on how to keep your business moving in 2019 please visit bibbyfs.co.uk/construction.

CALL US ON 0808 159 0385

VISIT bibbyfs.co.uk/construction

KEEPING BRITAIN’S BUSINESSES MOVING
CONSTRUCTION FINANCE • INVOICE FINANCE • ASSET FINANCE
TRADE FINANCE • STOCK FINANCE • FX

info@garic.co.uk
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ON-DEMAND, ON-SITE, ON-TIME.
ON DEMAND
• We promise to respond to all enquiries within
two hours
• We have invested over £20m ensuring our fleet
is the highest quality

ON SITE
• We never comprimise on the safety of our
customers or employees
• We can provide a comprehensive pre-installation
survey and submission of site specific RAM’s 		
and LPs

ON TIME
• Deliver any welfare product within the
pre- arranged time frame
• Attend any breakdown within 48 hrs and exchange 		
the product, if we can’t repair it, within an agreed
time-slot
Kingfisher Park, Aviation Road, Pilsworth, Bury, BL9 8GD

info@garic.co.uk | www.garic.co.uk | 0330 094 8061
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